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Abstract: Deep neural networks (DNNs) have recently yielded strong results on a range of applications. Training
these DNNs using a cluster of commodity machines is a promising approach since training is time consuming and
compute-intensive. Furthermore, putting DNN tasks into containers of clusters would enable broader and easier
deployment of DNN-based algorithms. Toward this end, this paper addresses the problem of scheduling DNN tasks in
the containerized cluster environment. Efficiently scheduling data-parallel computation jobs like DNN over
containerized clusters is critical for job performance, system throughput, and resource utilization. It becomes even
more challenging with the complex workloads. We propose a scheduling method called Deep Learning Task
Allocation Priority (DLTAP) which performs scheduling decisions in a distributed manner, and each of scheduling
decisions takes aggregation degree of parameter sever task and worker task into account, in particularly, to reduce
cross-node network transmission traffic and, correspondingly, decrease the DNN training time. We evaluate the
DLTAP scheduling method using a state-of-the-art distributed DNN training framework on 3 benchmarks. The results
show that the proposed method can averagely reduce 12% cross-node network traffic, and decrease the DNN training
time even with the cluster of low-end servers.

1 Introduction
Large-scale deep learning, for instance, Deep Neutral
Network (DNN), has driven advances with higher
accuracy than traditional techniques in many different
fields especially at image classification [1, 2], speech
recognition [3] and text processing [4]. To train DNNs
on a large-scale, researchers have exploited distributed
deep learning systems [1, 5, 6, 7], such as DistBelief [1]
and Tensorflow [7]. Compared to DistBelief,
Tensorflow is more flexible, faster and easy to use. It
introduces a new distributed programming paradigm
that a DNN job is divided into a number of parameter
server tasks (ps tasks) and worker tasks, which can be
flexibly allocated in the cluster. It is different from
previous parameter server concept [5] that there is no
need for a centralized global parameter server to store
all the parameters of a job. This flexible training
approach brings some benefits, but on the other hand
introduces new challenges: (a) how to provision
resources for tasks in a timely and elastic way; and (b)
how to schedule ps and worker tasks on the distributed
environment to improve job performance.
With the cloud computing revolution brought by
Docker [8], the advantages of containers in improving
resource utilization and production efficiency have

attracted much attention. The development of
containerization technology has greatly accelerated the
popularization and application of deep learning. To put
deep learning task into container and make the container
as the unit of management can enable broader and
easier deployment of deep learning algorithms for
building cloud-based distributed deep learning platform
[9]. In addition, it enables higher levels of utilization
and can transition from training to serving smoothly.
However, container isolation brings a certain degree of
performance loss, mainly due to the cost of network
communication when updating the gradient between the
ps task and the worker task.
In this paper, the issue of non-optimal network
transmission for distributed deep learning workload in
containerized cluster environment is put forward and
solved by our network-efficient scheduling method
called DLTAP. The main objective is to take
aggregation degree of ps task and worker task into
consideration, and the comparison demonstrates that it
can greatly reduce the cross-node network transmission
traffic caused by ps task and worker task. More
importantly, in this way, we can also accelerate the
training speed of DNNs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the related works on container
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scheduler. Section 3 presents in detail the statement of
problem and the proposed method. Section 4 presents
the experimental results. Concluding remarks are
covered in the last section.

3 Proposed Method
Problem Statement. We assume a relatively
uncomplicated case, the cluster consists of four physical
machines, including one as the master, remaining three
are slaves, respectively recorded as s1, s2 and s3. We
use a DNN based on standard data set MNIST [17]. The
network structure is a modified version of LeNet5 [18]
with 3 million parameters. In the case, the job is divided
into two ps tasks, recorded as ps1, ps2, and three worker
tasks, recorded as wk1, wk2, wk3. All parameters of our
model are evenly distributed among ps tasks. Each
worker task will send the appropriate gradient updates
to the corresponding ps1 and ps2 after each mini-batch
of input data trained, and receive the latest parameters
they send back.
Considering two different scheduling scenarios. We
assume that each host is load balanced due to other
workloads. The first is that wk1 and wk3 are on s1, ps1
and ps2 are on s2, wk2 is on s3, as is shown in Fig. 1(a).
In this scenario, a total of 6 cross-node network
transmissions occur after each mini-batch of input data
trained. The second scenario is that wk1, wk3 and ps1
are on s1, ps2 is on s2, wk2 is on s3, as is shown in Fig.
1(b). So a total of 4 cross-node and 2 inner-node
network transmissions are generated after each
mini-batch of input data trained. A significant
difference is that the first scenario is 2 more times than
the second scenario of cross-node network transmission
after each mini-batch of input data trained. After
massive experimental tests, we find that the network
throughput decreased 12% and the training time
reduced 15% in the second scenario compared with
those in the first scenario. In Section 4 there will be a
detailed comparative analysis. Here we call the first
scheduling situation “the non-ideal” scheduling scenario,
and the second scheduling situation the “ideal”
scheduling scenario.

2 Related Works
Container schedulers are aimed at scheduling a
container to a most appropriate node. Docker Swarm
[10] is simple to use due to the same usage with original
Docker API engine, but it does not provide features to
handle node failures which makes it not recommendable
in a production environment. Mesos [11] is a kind of
two-level scheduler [12] which uses a single active
resource manager to offer compute resources to
multiple parallel “scheduler frameworks”. Choosing
Mesos with Marathon [13] is an excellent combination
if you already have a Mesos cluster. Kubernetes [14] is
the third container-management system for automating
deployment, scaling, and management of containerized
applications influenced by Borg [9]. It aims to provide
better ways of managing related, distributed
components across varied infrastructure, while still
benefiting from the improved utilization containers
enable. Aurora [15] is a Borg-like scheduler that runs on
top of Mesos, but it works for long running services.
Tupperware [16] is a Borg-like system and it increases
efficiency by reducing time spent on getting app to run
in production. But only a few details have been
disclosed.
However, all these schedulers treat each container as
a “black box” and do not take into account
characteristics of task running in the container that
results in performance loss. In this paper, we
differentiate containers by their running DNN tasks, i.e.,
ps task and worker task, and considering their network
transmission traffic during scheduling.

Figure 1. The two scheduling scenarios.

Proposed Method. The default Kubernetes
scheduling method includes two steps. The first step is
to filter out the nodes that do not meet certain
requirements and the second step is ranking the
remaining nodes to find a best fit for the pod. A pod is a
group of one or more containers in Kubernetes. In our
design, a pod has only one Docker container, and each
ps task or worker task is put into a pod. In the ranking
process, different priority methods take different
dimensions into account. Each priority method is
weighted by a positive number and the final score of

each node is calculated by adding up all the weighted
scores.
Despite the fact that there is a certain probability to
produce non-ideal scheduling scenario by using the
default scheduling method, we want to minimize this
probability. To this end, we propose a new scheduling
method DLTAP. The core idea is to improve the
aggregation degree of ps tasks and worker tasks in one
node. The DLTAP scheduling method is shown in Fig.
2.
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Figure 2. The DLTAP scheduling method.

Our method belongs to the ranking process and is
divided into two steps. It is assumed that our training
job consists of several ps tasks and worker tasks. Firstly,
distribute each worker task according to the initial
hybrid scoring model by Eq. 1. Secondly, distribute
each ps task according to the new hybrid scoring model
  
  

  

 ′    




by Eq. 2. In the second step, the method calculates the
current ps task aggregation degree for each remaining
node by Eq. 3, and then, the result is added to the initial
hybrid scoring model. Algorithm 1. outlines the ps task
distributing process of DLTAP scheduling method.
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After the scores of all nodes are calculated, the node
with highest score is chosen as the host of the ps task. If
there are more than one nodes with equal highest scores,
a random one among them is chosen. The ps task
distributing process completes until all of them are
scheduled to the appropriate node.



(1)
(2)
(3)

5.
for innerContainer in
nodeNameToInfo[node.Name].getContainers()
:
6.
if innerContainer belongs to
current job and innerContainer is a worker
task:
7.
currentNodeWorkerTaskNumbers++.
8.
score =
currentNodeWorkerTaskNumbers / the total
number of job’s worker tasks.
9.
hostPriorityList.add(node, score *
weightOfDLTAP)
10. Return hostPriorityList.

Algorithm 1. The ps task distributing
process of DLTAP.
Definition: container indicates the container
waiting to be scheduled and there is a ps task
in it.
nodes indicate all normal working hosts.
nodeNameToInfo indicates node level
aggregated information.
hostPriorityList indicates the priority of
scheduling to a particular host, higher priority
is better.
hostPriorityList = {host1: score1, host2:
score2, …, hostn, scoren}.
weightOfDLTAP indicates the weight of our
method in the new hybrid scoring model.
Input: container, nodes, nodeNameToInfo
Output: hostPriorityList
1.
Initialize hostPriorityList.
2.
Get current running job id from
container.
3.
for node in nodes:
4.
currentNodeWorkerTaskNumbers =
0

4 Experiments Evaluation
To measure the DLTAP's performance, we have built a
deep learning prototype platform based on open-sourced
Tensorflow and Kubernetes, which has one master and
3 slaves with 2 GB of memory, 2 cores and 60 GB of
storage. A common gigabit Ethernet switch connects
each node. All slave nodes in the cluster are load
balanced.
We performed our evaluations with three different
models, including fully connected neural networks
(FCNs) [19], convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [2]
and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [20] with Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [21]. For FCNs, a 4-layer,
a 6-layer, and an 8-layer neural network (FCN-4,
FCN-6, FCN-8) are constructed. For CNNs, we choose
the classical LeNet5 and make some changes. A small
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size of LeNet5 (LeNet5-SS) with 0.3 million parameters
and a big size of LeNet5 (LeNet5-BS) with 3 million
parameters are constructed. For RNNs, we select 2
model with different size, with input length of 16
(LSTM-16) and 32 (LSTM-32) respectively. The
detailed neural networks configuration can be found in
Table 1.

We can see from Fig. 3(a) that network throughput of
the cross-node is less than the inner-node since
inner-node transmission need not to pass the actual
physical NIC.
Secondly, we train a FCN-8 job in the ideal
scheduling scenario (defined above), we calculate the
cross-node network throughput of outgoing traffic for
each node associated with current job training. Then the
value of each node are added up respectively. This job
runs many times, and we take the average of multiple
results as the cluster network throughput generated by
the job in this scenario. The same experiments are also
tested in the scenario of non-ideal scenario (defined
above). The results are shown in Fig. 3(b). The results
show that the cluster network throughput under the ideal
scheduling scenario is less than that under the non-ideal
scheduling scenario. Because our method reduces the
network transmission of the parameters across the
nodes.
Finally, we use FCN-4, FCN-6, FCN-8 to run same
tests respectively under two different scheduling
scenarios. The results are shown in Fig. 3(c). We
observe that the larger the model the more obvious the
saving cluster network throughput. The method leads to
a 12.11%, 14.39% and 18.89% decrease in cluster
saving network traffic for FCN-4, FCN-6 and FCN-8
respectively.

Table 1. The experimental setup of neural networks.
Model

Network

Layer

Parameters [million]

FCN

FCN-4

4

0.03

FCN-6

6

0.3

FCN-8

8

3

LeNet5-SS

6

0.3

LeNet5-BS

6

3

LSTM-16
LSTM-32

2
2

0.3
3

CNN

RNN

Performance on network throughput. Firstly, we
use a FCN-8 job divided into a ps task and a worker
task to test. We compare network throughput in the
cross-node situation which is that ps task and worker
task are in different node, and the inner-node situation
which is that ps task and worker task are in same node.

Figure 3. Network throughput comparison.

Performance on training time. We use FCN-4,
FCN-6, FCN-8 respectively to run multiple times in
each of two scheduling scenarios. Fig. 4(a) illustrates
the training time of different job instances when training
steps vary from 0 to 10,000 with an increment of 2000.

The results prove that the improved scheduler reduces
the training time of the job. The reason is that worker
tasks can update the gradients and get new parameters
faster after each mini-batch of input data trained.

Figure 4. Training time comparison.
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Performance on different network model type.
We use FCN-4, FCN-6, LeNet5-SS, LeNet5-BS,
LSTM-16 and LSTM-32 respectively to test the
sensitivity of different types of models to the DLTAP.
Fig. 4(b) shows that, in the same training steps, the
reduction percentage in training time of LSTM-32,
LeNet5-BS and FCN-8 is nearly the same. But the
training time of LSTM-32 and LeNet5-BS are far
greater than the FCN-8’s because their worker tasks
need more computation to converge.

5.

6.

7.

Summary
8.
9.

Our work points out a network transmission issue for
deep learning workload in the containerized cluster
environment. We propose DLTAP to alleviate this issue,
in particularly, to decrease cross-node network
transmission about parameters by improving the degree
of aggregation for ps task and worker task, and confirm
its effectiveness and performance by massive
experiments. The main contribution is that we consider
the types of task running in the container as a crucial
scheduling factor. Experiments using a state-of-the-art
distributed DNN framework demonstrate that our
method can averagely reduce 12% cross-node network
traffic, and decrease the DNN training time even on a
cluster of 4 low-end servers. Moreover, we find that the
larger the model the more significantly it effects. In
light of these results, we believe that DLTAP can be
used as a significant part of scheduling methods for
distributed deep learning workload in containerized
cluster environment.
In the future, as worker tasks are inherent
compute-intensive, we will investigate and further
improve the performance of scheduler by considering
the factor of GPUs when perform scheduling decisions.
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